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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
For the quarter ending September 30, 2016, we had more than 250 participants in our survey.  
We believe this presents a valid picture of current conditions in the most common A/E markets. 

Nationally, a recession began in 2007 with a crisis in housing (mortgage) finance.  Even though this 
recession was over in 2009, many sectors of the economy, including the construction sector, have 
continued to perform at less than pre-recession levels.  Sectors such as state and local government 
capital projects have continued to be below the needed levels to replace aging infrastructure, or 
provide for population expansion.  The Government tried to stimulate economic activity via 
funding of “Shovel-Ready” projects, but some projects are just now getting underway, almost a 
decade after they were supposed to be “Shovel-Ready”. 

The third quarter, while still indicating some growth, is noticeably below the previous quarter, even 
as the overall economy had somewhat of a growth spurt of 2.9% growth in the quarter.  Clearly 
we are not completely out of the recession.  The fourth quarter appears to be another weak 
growth period, marginally slower than the third quarter. While projections for this quarter in our 
previous report indicated strong expected growth, actual growth rates were improved but well 
below expectations.  Thus, it appears that many A/E/C firm leaders continue to have higher hopes 
than reality has produced. 

Although slower than expected, the overall trends were still positive - just at the slower rate of 
growth that has become “normal” for this recovery.  Despite several years of recovery, 
construction volumes remain well below pre-recession levels in many sectors.   For instance single-
family housing has only recovered to two-thirds of pre-recession levels, although multifamily 
housing has exceeded the pre-recession level   

There continue to be increased projections of revenue for the next quarter and proposals are also 
positive but both are below the positive rate of the previous quarter.  Backlog saw a small 
increase with fewer firms reporting increased backlogs this quarter.  These indicators are mildly 
positive for next year’s business climate and volumes.  They are not positive enough to signal a 
robust expansion, but continuing improvements across many of our markets. 

We believe that, after the somewhat slower fourth quarter, this moderate increase of activity will 
continue to support recovery from the depressed levels of activity during the severe recession. 
Clearly, firms will have to work hard to be awarded projects to increase their revenues. 

In the individual markets, here is what we are seeing: 
 

Commercial Developers is seeing weaker proposal activity.  However, no particular type 
of project is predominant.  It slowed somewhat in the current quarter. 
Commercial Users is a positive number trend for proposals but not growing in the current 
quarter…currently led by office buildings.  This market has seen only modest growth over 
the past year. 
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